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Today, one of the most interesting research fields in IT industries is the quest for software able to deal efficiently with Big Data and taking advantages coming from the use of
applications which produce them. Some of them are so performant that are largely used from the most important Big Data dealing companies in the world like Netflix, Facebook
and Google.

A side aspect but not less importantly is related to the infrastructure generally used in conjunction with these technologies, i.e. distributed computing, which exploits the power of
several, usually a lot of, physical machines to perform very complex tasks with high performances outcome. In this thesis firstly we are going to study Big Data panorama as a
whole, especially about their spread in the IT industries and in Healthcare, where data are generated at a high rate and the use of computer science can save or improve lives.
Moreover, the challenges and a vision of the potential uses of them are rapidly covered together with a view on so-called wearables: sensors applied on clothes or directly on
people’s skin which already are revolutionizing our lives. In this dissertation the Introduction and the chapter 2 are dedicated to these persons.
The aim of this project is to design and develop a system composed of a cluster intended for medical use where the core is a real-time detection of anomalous pattern within
data originated by wearables. A lot of papers and technical reports of scientific community were consulted to investigate the State of the Art of Big Data handling technologies:

studying their abilities and properties, finding strengths and weakness of each one and comparing them in order to choose the most adequate set of software to achieve the aim
of the project.
Therefore, an original architecture is designed assembling several technologies and taking into account requirements and targets to reach: every design choice is justified in the
text and a particular attention was paid to assure the essential IT properties of modularity and simplicity without renouncing to high performances. The sections 5.3 - 5.6 present
the involved devices and some contributes brought to already existing tools; additionally, an original approach to handle semantic-enriched data streams is illustrated, taking
inspiration from an innovative way submitted at the latest ISWC conference. Furthermore, the document presents the development of a prototype based on the designed system
and shows the outcomes of some experiments performed on it: these ones concern resource’s usages in different operating conditions on the cluster nodes. In chapter 5 are
showed also the results obtained using the employed anomaly detection algorithm. Finally, Future works proposes potential improvements adding a cluster to execute semantic
analysis in order to reach higher achievements about medical diagnosis and data comprehension.
The chapter 8 lists the most celeb existent technologies to do it and shows how their integration with the presented system can provide substantial advantages in Healthcare as
well as illustrates obstacles and challenges to overcome by presenting a good starting point to implement further developments.

